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Abstract
We propose a new fast On2 parallel algorithm for solving Cauchy systems of linear
equations. We perform an a priori rounding error analysis and obtain componentwise
bounds for the forward, backward and residual errors. These bounds indicate that for
the class of totally positive Cauchy matrices the new algorithm is forward and backward
stable, producing a remarkably high relative accuracy. In particular, Hilbert linear
systems, often considered to be too ill-conditioned to be attacked, can be rapidly solved
with high precision. The results indicate a close resemblance between the numerical
properties of Cauchy matrices and the much-studied Vandermonde matrices. In fact,
our proposed Cauchy solver is an analog of the well-known Bjorck–Pereyra algorithm
for Vandermonde systems.As a by-product we obtain favorably backward error bounds
for the original Bjorck–Pereyra algorithm. Several computed examples illustrate a
connection of high relative accuracy to the concepts of eective well-conditioning and
total positivity. Ó 1999 Published by Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Cauchy matrices
Cauchy matrices of the form
Cx1:n; y1:n 
1
x1ÿy1    1x1ÿyn
..
. . .
. ..
.
1
xnÿy1    1xnÿyn
2664
3775 1:1
are encountered in many important applications, including particle simulation
[44], the computation of conformal mappings [53], multiple evaluation of the
Riemann zeta function [39], numerical solution of singular integral equations
[42], construction of soliton-like solutions of some nonlinear equation of KdV
type [51], the pole placement problem [26], various rational interpolation
problems [2,19,32,38], in preconditioning [31] in the decoding of Reed–Solo-
mon, Goppa and algebraic-geometric codes [46,35,40]. In [3] (see also [20,30],
for a more general result) we showed that Vandermonde and Chebyshev–
Vandermonde matrices can be eciently transformed to Cauchy matrices by
using Fast Fourier, Cosine or Sine transforms. Therefore computational results
obtained for Cauchy matrices can be used to solve the corresponding problems
for Vandermonde and Chebyshev–Vandermonde matrices.
Matrices of the form (1.1) are classical. The problem of solving the asso-
ciated linear system with the special right-hand side 1 1    1 T was
considered in the year 1837 by Binet [1], who was motivated by a geometric
application. Four years later Cauchy [5] solved the problem for a general right-
hand side, arriving at his well-known formula
det Cx1:n; y1:n 
Q
j>kxj ÿ xk
Q
j<kyj ÿ ykQ
j;kxj ÿ yk
; 16 j; k6 n: 1:2
This formula provides an explicit expression, which can be found in several
sources, see, e.g., [34],
aj  f yjg0yj
Xn
i1
fi
xj ÿ yi
 !
gxi
f 0xi 1:3
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with f x 
Yn
i1
xÿ xi; gx 
Yn
i1
xÿ yi
for the entries of the solution a  a1 a2    an T for a Cauchy linear
system with right-hand side f  f1 f2    fn T. Note that for the special
right-hand side 1 1    1 T, formula (1.3) was given in [1]. At Cauchy’s
time determinants were the main tool to express the solution of a linear system,
so an immediate reformulation of (1.3) yields the formula
Cx1:n; y1:nÿ1 
Qn
k1xkÿyiQn
k 6i
k1ykÿyi
 1xjÿyi 
Qn
k1xjÿykQn
k 6i
k1xjÿxk
 
16 i;j6 n
; 1:4
which could also be attributed to Cauchy, although nowadays (1.4) is usually
associated with the names of Schechter [47] and Gastinel [14]. The expression
(1.4) allows one to solve the linear system Cx1:n; y1:n  a  f by forming
a  Cx1:n; y1:nÿ1  f in only 9n2 float point operations (flops), which is less
than On3 flops of standard structure-ignoring methods.
1.2. An analogy with Vandermonde matrices
Many algebraic properties of Cauchy matrices are similar to those of
Vandermonde matrices,
V x1:n 
1 x1 x21    xn1
1 x2 x22    xn2
..
. ..
. ..
. . .
. ..
.
1 xn x2n    xnn
26664
37775: 1:5
For example, there is a classical closed form expression for the determinant of
V x1:n. Furthermore, analogous to (1.4), an explicit inversion formula for
Vandermonde matrices, see, e.g., [28], can be used to compute the entries of
V ÿ1x1:n in only 6n2 arithmetic operations, leading to the well-known Parker–
Forney–Traub algorithm [41,13,52]. There are several other similar algebraic
properties, in particular, both Cx1:n; y1:n and V x1:n have displacement
structure, see, e.g., [33,20,37] and the references therein.
1.3. The Bjorck–Pereyra algorithm
As we shall see, along with many interesting algebraic properties, Cx1:n; y1:n
and V x1:n have many often favorable numerical properties, which, however,
have been much more studied and understood for Vandermonde matrices
[4,54,6,22–24,45,7,56,18], as compared to the analysis of numerical issues re-
lated to Cauchy matrices [17,18].
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In particular, most of the above listed papers were devoted to the analysis
and extensions of the fast On2 Bjorck–Pereyra algorithm for Vandermonde
systems [4,21]. This algorithm is now a well-known example where the ex-
ploitation of the structure allows one not only to speed-up computations, but
also to achieve, for special right-hand sides, more accuracy in the computed
solution than when using standard (nonfast) numerically stable methods. The
first indication of this interesting phenomena can be found in [4], where it was
observed that ‘‘some problems, connected with Vandermonde systems, which
traditionally have been considered to be too ill-conditioned to be attacked, ac-
tually can be solved with good precision’’. This fact attracted much attention and
motivated a number of papers appearing in the last decade. Specifically, many
eorts were devoted to the extension of the Bjorck–Pereyra algorithm to more
general classes of matrices. Thus, Tang and Golub [54] devised a closely related
algorithm for block Vandermonde matrices, Higham extended in [23] this al-
gorithm to the so-called Vandermonde-like matrices involving orthogonal
polynomials 1, and Reichel and Opfer [45] specified a progressive (i.e., allowing
updating) Bjorck–Pereyra-type algorithm for Chebyshev–Vandermonde ma-
trices.
Another challenging problem was to give a theoretical support for the fa-
vorable numerical properties of the Bjorck–Pereyra algorithm by performing
an a priori rounding error analysis; a class of Vandermonde systems with a nice
error bound was identified in [22]. Here we may recall Wilkinson’s [59] advo-
cation not to give ‘‘... much importance to the precise error bounds obtained by a
priori error analysis’’, even they are often impractically large, they can ‘‘expose
the potential instabilities, if any, of an algorithm, so that hopefully from the in-
sight thus obtained one might be led to improved algorithms’’. In contrast to
many such impractical (though still useful) bounds, the one of [22] is surpris-
ingly favorable, predicting that the Bjorck–Pereyra algorithm can produce all 7
possible-in-single-precision digits, even in situations where Gaussian elimina-
tion with complete pivoting will fail to produce as much as one correct digit.
This occurrence motivated a further extension of the forward error bounds of
[22] to three-term Vandermonde matrices, see, e.g., [23,24].
1.4. Main results and contents
However, all the attempts at generalization were so far limited to Vander-
monde-related structures. In the present paper we demonstrate that all the
above important results can be carried over to certain other classes of struc-
tured matrices, in particular to Cauchy matrices.
1 We call them three-term Vandermonde matrices, because we use the postfix ‘‘like’’ in a dierent
meaning, which it has in the context of displacement structure theory.
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After a brief review of known facts in Section 2, we give a detailed de-
scription of the main results. An analogue of the Bjorck–Pereyra algorithm for
Cauchy matrices is presented in Section 3. Then in Section 4 we perform not
only a forward, but also a backward error analysis for the new algorithm. In
Section 5 we identify an important class of totally positive Cauchy systems for
which our algorithm is shown to be forward and backward stable, guaran-
teeing a remarkably high accuracy. In Section 6 we prove that the new algo-
rithm is eectively stable (see the main text below for the definition of this
notion), and illustrate this point by several computed examples. Some remarks
and practical recommendations are oered in the concluding section.
The results of this paper and of [3] were available since 1994 as ISL reports
at Stanford University, and they were reported at several conferences. They
have influenced a recent interest to connections between accuracy and total
positivity, cf., e.g., with [8–11,36].
2. Related facts and main results
2.1. Vandermonde matrices
The Bjorck–Pereyra algorithm. Bjorck and Pereyra derived in [4] (see also
[21] ) a fast algorithm (the BP algorithm) for solving Vandermonde linear
systems, and observed that it corresponds to the decomposition of the inverse
of a Vandermonde matrix V x1:n into the product
V ÿ1x1:n  U1 . . . Unÿ1Lnÿ1 . . . L1 2:1
of diagonal and bidiagonal factors of the form
Uk 
1 ÿ ck1
1 . .
.
. .
. ÿ ckn
1
266664
377775
dk0
dk1
. .
.
dkn
26664
37775;
Lk 
1
ÿak1 1
. .
. . .
.
ÿ akn 1
26664
37775
with some cki ; d
k
i ; a
k
i . The BP algorithm solves the corresponding linear
system by multiplying the representation in (2.1) by the right-hand side,
achieving a favorable eciency of only 5
2
n2 flops.
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Leja Ordering. It is important to realize that the BP algorithm is not in-
variant to permutations of the points defining the Vandermonde matrix; dif-
ferent configurations of fx1:ng yield dierent decompositions for V x1:nÿ1,
though all of the form (2.1). Therefore the way roundo errors propagate
depends on the ordering of the points. It was empirically observed in [24] that
the accuracy of the BP algorithm is often improved by the ordering:
jx1j  max
16 j6 n
jxjj;Qkÿ1
i1
jxk ÿ xij  max
k6 j6 n
Qkÿ1
i1
jxj ÿ xij for 26 k6 n:
2:2
The ordering (2.2) mimics the row interchange that would be produced by
applying Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting. We note that (2.2) was
called the Leja ordering in [43], because of its relation to to the Leja’s work on
interpolation (see, e.g., [57, pp. 170–173]), where they were called the Fekete
points.
Monotonic ordering. Forward stability. Although Leja ordering often im-
proves the numerical performance of the BP algorithm, nonetheless there exists
a specific class of Vandermonde systems for which it is not optimal. Thus, it
was shown in [22] (see also [25] that if all the points fx1:ng are positive and
monotonically ordered: 2
06 x16 x26 x36    6 xn; 2:3
then the error in the solution ba of a Vandermonde system V x1:na  f com-
puted by the BP algorithm can be nicely bounded:
jaÿ baj6 5mjV x1:nÿ1jjf j Ou2; 2:4
where n denotes the size of the exact solution a, u stands for the machine
precision, and the operations of comparison, and of taking the absolute value
of a vector or a matrix, are understood in a componentwise sense.
Furthermore, it was observed in [22] that if the components of the right-
hand side f  fi 16 i6 n are sign-interchanging, i.e., ÿ1i  fi P 0, then (2.4)
reduces to the following pleasing bound,
jaÿ baj6 5mjaj Ou2; 2:5
2 The BP algorithm was derived in [4] using a polynomial language, and its first part, multiplying
the factors Lnÿ1 . . . L1 by a right-hand side f, is in fact the ‘‘good old’’ Newton divided dierences
table. We would like to thank Kahan, who drew our attention to the note [27], where it was noted
that monotonic ordering of the nodes is crucial in order for a rounding error analysis of the divided
dierence table to result in a favorably small forward bound.
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which does not depend on the (exponentially growing with the size [15,55],
condition number of the Vandermonde matrix. Recalling that a priori error
analysis is usually very pessimistic (compared to actual practical results), the
bound in (2.5), which is about as small as could possibly be expected, seems to
be a striking exception to the general rule. Indeed, it identifies a class of
Vandermonde systems for which the BP algorithm is guaranteed to provide a
very high accuracy. Fig. 1 illustrates this point, showing that for positive
monotonically ordered points and a sign-interchanging right-hand side, the BP
algorithm does produce about seven correct digits from about the seven pos-
sible in single precision. Notice also the failure of numerically stable Gaussian
elimination with complete pivoting, which is not surprising given the extreme
ill-conditioning of the coecient matrix, as shown in Table 1.
Monotonic ordering. Backward stability. The paper [22] contains only a
forward error bound for the BP algorithm; an attempt to also obtain results on
backward stability was made in [24]. The backward bounds of [24], Corollary
Fig. 1. Vandermonde linear system with xi  i2=n2, and fi  ÿ1i, i  1; . . . ; n. The graphs
display the relative error kaÿ bak1=kak1 as a function of n, for the following three algorithms:
BP+mon: BP algorithm with monotonically ordered nodes, BP+Leja: BP algorithm with Leja
ordering, GECP: Gaussian elimination with complete pivoting.
Table 1
Conditioning of Vandermonde matrix with xi  i2=n2
n 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
j1V x1:n 1e+03 3e+07 2e+12 9e+16 3e+18 7e+18 8e+18 8e+19
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4.2, were obtained under certain additional (beyond (2.3)) assumptions, with
the remark that, generally speaking, those simplifying assumptions did not
hold. Specifically, it was observed in [22] that each of the nÿ 1 steps of the BP
algorithm (corresponding to the first nÿ 1 factors Lnÿ1:::L1, i.e., to the divided
dierences table) introduces a small backward error.
It was further noted that if the same were true for the second nÿ 1 steps,
corresponding to Unÿ1:::U1, then the overall procedure would be backward
stable. However, since this assumption is not formulated in terms of the input
data, and hence it is actually not a form of an a priori error analysis. Therefore,
no particular class of problems can be associated with the bounds formulated
in [24].
However, one can show that no additional assumptions are necessary, and
that when (2.3) holds, the BP algorithm is backward stable, computing the
solution ba of V x1:na  f , with the following favorable bounds for the corre-
sponding backward and residual errors :
jV x1:n ÿ bV j6 cnuV x1:n Ou2; where bV ba  f ; 2:6
jf ÿ V x1:nbaj6 cnuV x1:njbaj Ou2; 2:7
with cn  12n2. These new bounds can be deduced with exactly the same ar-
guments used to obtain their counterparts for Cauchy matrices in Theorem 4.3
in the main text below.
2.2. Main results
The Bjorck–Pereyra-type algorithm for Cauchy matrices.We design a new
algorithm (referred below to as the BKO algorithm) for solving Cauchy linear
systems, which is based on the decomposition
Cÿ1x1:n; y1:n  U1 . . . Unÿ1 D Lnÿ1 . . . L1; 2:8
into a product of of diagonal and bidiagonal factors (whose entries will be
specified in Section 3) of the form
Uk 
1 ÿ ck1
1 . .
.
. .
. ÿ ckn
1
266664
377775
dk0
dk1
. .
.
dkn
26664
37775;
D 
x0
x1
. .
.
xn
26664
37775;
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Lk 
bk0
bk1
. .
.
bkn
26664
37775
1
ÿak1 1
. .
. . .
.
ÿ akn 1
26664
37775: 2:9
The corresponding linear system is solved by multiplying the expression (2.8)
by a right-hand side, which requires only 3n memory locations and can be done
in 7n2 flops. A direct comparison with (2.1) shows the close analogy between
the BKO algorithm for Cauchy matrices and the BP algorithm for Vander-
monde matrices.
Predictive partial pivoting and Leja ordering. In [3] we obtained in another
context a counterpart of Leja ordering for Cauchy matrices. More precisely, it
turns out that a reordering of the fx1:ng that successively maximizes the
quantities
jdij  j
Qiÿ1
j1xi ÿ xj
Qiÿ1
j1yi ÿ yj
xi ÿ yi
Qiÿ1
j1xi ÿ yj
Qiÿ1
j1xj ÿ yi
j; i  1; . . . ; n; 2:10
often improves the numerical performance of several algorithms for Cauchy
matrices. It was shown in [3] that the above reordering corresponds to the
permutation of the rows of Cx1:n; y1:n that would be obtained by applying
GEPP, but it can be rapidly performed in advance. Therefore it was called
predictive partial pivoting.
Totally positive Cauchy matrices with monotonic nodes. In general, predictive
partial pivoting improves the numerical performance of the BKO algorithm.
Nonetheless, there exists a specific class of Cauchy systems for which it is not
optimal. Moreover, it turns out that an appropriate analog of the positive
monotonic ordering (2.3) of [24] for Vandermonde matrices is
yn6 ynÿ16    6 y16 x16 x26    6 xn ; xi; yi 2 R: 2:11
Both conditions, (2.3) and (2.11), are known to imply the total positivity of
V x1:n and Cx1:n; y1:n, respectively (see [16] or [29] for the definition of this
important concept, and for several applications). For totally positive Cauchy
matrices we obtained counterparts of all the remarkable error bounds (2.4)–
(2.7) for totally positive Vandermonde matrices. For example, if the compo-
nents of the right-hand side have a sign-interchanging pattern:
ÿ1i  fi P 0; 2:12
then
jaÿ baj6 10nÿ 5  u  jaj Ou2: 2:13
Thus, to first order in u, the relative error in the nonzero components of the
computed solution is indeed bounded by a quantity independent of the condition
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number of Cx1:n; y1:n, and this bound is about as small as could possibly be
expected. These analytical results validate the excellent numerical behavior of
the BKO algorithm shown in Fig. 2, and moreover, they identify the class
(2.11) of Cauchy systems for which the BKO algorithm is guaranteed to pro-
vide an attractively high accuracy (see Table 2).
More numerical examples will be given in Section 5. We now turn to the
derivation of the algorithm.
3. Derivation of the BKO algorithm
Bjorck and Pereyra used polynomial language to obtain their factorization
for V x1:nÿ1. Here we derive a similar decomposition for Cx1:n; y1:n via purely
matrix arguments.
Fig. 2. Cauchy linear system with xi  i4=n4, yi  ÿi4=n4, and fi  ÿ1i, i  1; . . . ; n. The graphs
display the relative error kaÿ bak1=kak1 as a function of n, for the following three algorithms:
BKO+mon: BKO algorithm with monotonically ordered nodes, BKO+PPP: BKO algorithm with
predictive partial pivoting, GECP: Gaussian elimination with complete pivoting.
Table 2
Conditioning of Cauchy matrix with xi  i4=n4, yi  ÿi4=n4
n 10 20 30 40 50 60
j1Cx1:n; y1:n 2e+08 4e+15 4e+21 4e+22 4e+22 7e+22
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Theorem 3.1. The inverse of the Cauchy matrix Cx1:n; y1:n can be decomposed
as
Cÿ1x1:n; y1:n  U1U2 . . . Unÿ1DLnÿ1 . . . L2L1; 3:1
where
Lk 
Ik
1
xk1ÿx1
1
xk2ÿx2
. .
.
1
xnÿxnÿk
2666666664
3777777775

Ikÿ1
1 0
ÿx1 ÿ yk xk1 ÿ yk
. .
. . .
.
ÿxnÿk ÿ yk xn ÿ yk
266666664
377777775; 3:2
Uk 
Ikÿ1
1 ÿxk ÿ y1
0 xk ÿ yk1 . .
.
. .
. ÿxk ÿ ynÿk
xk ÿ yn
2666666664
3777777775

Ii
1
y1ÿyk1
1
y2ÿyk2
. .
.
1
ynÿkÿyn
2666666664
3777777775
; 3:3
D  diagfx1 ÿ y1; x2 ÿ y2; :::; xn ÿ yng: 3:4
Proof. First, let us introduce a sequence of matrices Ckxk:n; yk:n, k  1; . . . ; n
Ckxk:n; yk:n def 1xiÿyjxiÿ1ÿyj...xiÿk1ÿyj
h in
i;jk
;
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where
C1xk:n; yk:n  1xiÿyj
h in
i;j1
is an ordinary Cauchy matrix. These matrices can be recursively computed
from each other by applying to Ckxk:n; yk:n one step of a ‘‘nonpivotal’’ scheme
of Gaussian elimination, in which the (k; 1) entry is used to eliminate the
(k  1; 1) entry, namely
1
ÿx1 ÿ yk xk1 ÿ yk
. .
. . .
.
ÿxnÿk ÿ yk xn ÿ yk
266664
377775Ckxk:n; yk:n

  . . . 
0
..
.
0
v
2666664
3777775; 3:5
where the asterisk  denotes nonrelevant entries. Indeed, v can be further
factored as
v  xiÿykQkÿ1
p0xiÿpÿyj
ÿ xiÿkÿyk Qkÿ1
p0xiÿ1ÿpÿyj
 n
i;jk1
 xi ÿ xiÿk 1Qk
p0xiÿpÿyj
yk ÿ yj
h in
i;jk1

xk1 ÿ x1
. .
.
xn ÿ xnÿk
264
375Ck1xk1:n; yk1:n yk ÿ yk1 . ..
yk ÿ yn
264
375:
3:6
A recursive application of the procedure (3.5) and (3.6) shows that the matrix
Lnÿ1Lnÿ2 . . . L1Cx1:n; y1:n  U
is upper triangular.
Similar arguments applied to the Cauchy matrix CTx1:n; y1:n  Cy1:n; x1:n
imply that the matrix
U Tnÿ1U
T
nÿ2 . . . U
T
1 C
Tx1:n; y1:n  LT;
is lower triangular. Here the Uk are given by (3.3). Since the L and U factors in
the LU factorization of a nonsingular matrix are unique up to a diagonal
factor, we conclude that
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Cx1:n; y1:n  Lÿ11 . . . Lÿ1nÿ1 Dÿ1 Uÿ1nÿ1 . . . Uÿ11
for some diagonal matrix D. Using the well-known Cauchy determinant for-
mula to evaluate the successive leading minors of
Dÿ1  Lnÿ1 . . . L1 Cx1:n; y1:n U1 . . . Unÿ1;
it is easy to verify that D is given by (3.4). 
The following MATLAB program implements a fast Cauchy solver based
on Theorem 3.1. In order to simplify this code we used a minor variation of
(3.1), in which for k  1; 2; . . . ; nÿ 1 we interchange with each other the (k; k)
entries of D and Uk (i.e., xk ÿ yk and 1, respectively).
Algorithm 3.2. 3Complexity: 7n2 flops.
function aBKO(n,x,y,f)
af;
for k  1:(n-1)
for i  n:-1:(k+1)
a(i) (a(i)  (x(i)
ÿy(k))ÿa(iÿ1)  (x(iÿk)ÿy(k)))/(x(i)ÿx(iÿk));
end
end
a(n)a(n)*(x(n)-y(n));
for k  (n-1):-1:1
for i  k+1:n
a(i)  a(i) / (y(i-k) - y(i));
a(i-1)  a(i-1)(x(k) - y(i-1)) - a(i)(x(k) - y(i-
k)) ;
end
a(n)  a(n) *(x(k) - y(n));
end
return
Each of the two steps of the above algorithm consists of two nested loops.
The computations in each inner loop are independent of each other, so that
they can be performed on dierent processors. Therefore the parallel com-
plexity of the BKO algorithm is 14n parallel flops with n processors (see, e.g.,
Fig. 3).
3 Algorithm 3.2 has lower complexity and better error bounds than its earlier variant called
Cauchy-III in [3], which has been in circulation since 1994.
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4. Rounding error analysis
In this section we perform an a priori forward and backward rounding error
analysis for the BKO algorithm, adopting the standard model of floating point
arithmetic
flfx op yg  x op y1 ; jj6 u ; 4:1
where op  ;ÿ; , or =, and u denotes the unit round-o. Our aim here is to
obtain analogs of the nice error bounds for the BP algorithm for Vandermonde
matrices.
General case. We first make no assumptions on the Cauchy linear system to
be solved, and present general error bounds. However we then use these
bounds to identify an important class of Cauchy linear systems for which the
BKO algorithm is guaranteed to produce a very high accuracy. The analysis of
the BKO algorithm, consisting of the 2nÿ 1 matrix-vector multiplications in
(cf. 3.1)
a  U1   Unÿ1DLnÿ1    L1f
is based on the observations, summarized in the next statement.
Lemma 4.1. When Algorithm 3.2 is carried out in floating-point arithmetic with
unit round-off u, the computed solution ba satisfies
a^  U1  DU1    Unÿ1  DUnÿ1D DD
 Lnÿ1  DLnÿ1    L1  DL1f 4:2
so that the following properties hold.
(a) The matrices DUk and DLk are bidiagonal upper and lower triangular
matrices, resp., satisfying
Fig. 3. Parallel implementation of the BKO algorithm.
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jDUkj6 1 u5 ÿ 1jUkj; jDLkj6 1 u5 ÿ 1jLkj: 4:3
(b) The perturbations of the inverse matrices are also nicely bounded:
jUk  DUkÿ1 ÿ Uÿ1k j6
1 u
1ÿ u
 10n 
ÿ 1
!
jUÿ1k j;
jLk  DLkÿ1 ÿ Lÿ1k j6
1 u
1ÿ u
 10n 
ÿ 1
!
jLÿ1k j:
4:4
Proof. Denote by B a single Jordan block of size n with eigenvalue 1, and let 
denote for the Hadamard (i.e., componentwise) product. Then (cf. the ap-
proach taken in [48]) the model (4.1) applied to each step of the algorithm
implies that the matrices in (4.2) satisfy
Lk  DLK  Lk  dLk with 1ÿ u5BT6 dLk 6 1 u5BT;
Uk  DUK  Uk  dUk with 1ÿ u5B6 dUk 6 1 u5B;
which implies (4.3).
The bounds in (4.4) are deduced from the observation that the matrices Uk
and Uk  DUk, due to their bidiagonal structure, can be easily factored as
Uk  DLBDR; Uk  DUk  DL  DDLBDR  DDR; 4:5
where all D’s are diagonal matrices, satisfying
DL  DDL  DL  dDL; DR  DDR  DR  dDR;
with
1ÿ u
1 u
 5n
I 6 dDL6
1 u
1ÿ u
 5n
I ;
1ÿ u
1 u
 5n
I 6 dDR6
1 u
1ÿ u
 5n
I ;
and with the same inequalities for dDÿ1L and dD
ÿ1
R . From this it follows that
jDL  DDLÿ1 ÿ Dÿ1L j6
1 u
1ÿ u
 5n 
ÿ 1
!
jDÿ1L j;
jDR  DDRÿ1 ÿ Dÿ1R j6
1 u
1ÿ u
 5n 
ÿ 1
!
jDÿ1R j:
The result in (4.4) now follows from (4.5) and the following easily verified fact :
let jDXkj6 djXkj for k  1; 2; . . . ;m, then
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Ym
k1
Xk
  DXk ÿYm
k1
Xk
6 1 dmÿs ÿ 1Ym
k1
jXkj; 4:6
where s is the number of zero matrices among DXk. 
The above lemma implies bounds for forward, backward and residual errors
associated with the computed solution. These bounds are formulated next and
they immediately follow from (4.2)–(4.4),(4.6).
Theorem 4.2. Suppose that Algorithm 3.2 is carried out in floating-point ar-
ithmetic with unit round-off u, and that no overflows were encountered during
computation. Then the following three bounds hold for the computed solution ba.
(a) The forward bound,
jaÿ baj6 52n 1  u  jU1jjU2j    jUnÿ1jjDjjLnÿ1j    jL2jjL1jjf j Ou2:
4:7
(b) The backward bound,
jCx1:n; y1:n ÿ bCj6 cn  u  jLÿ11 j    jLÿ1nÿ1jjDÿ1jjUÿ1nÿ1j    jUÿ11 j Ou2;
4:8
where cn  20n2nÿ 1, and the matrix bC is such that the computed solution ba
solves a nearby system bC ba  f .
(c) The residual bound,
jf ÿ Cx1:n; y1:nbaj6 cn  u  jLÿ11 j    jLÿ1nÿ1jjDÿ1jjUÿ1nÿ1j    jUÿ11 jjbaj Ou2:
4:9
The product of modulii of the 2nÿ 1 matrices on the right-hand sides of
(4.7)–(4.9) can be rather large, which indicates potential instabilities of the
Algorithm 3.2 in a general situation. However, recall that the BP algorithm
for Vandermonde matrices in general also can produce poor numerical re-
sults, being, it is very accurate for Vandermonde systems obeying (2.3). A
natural question therefore is to look for an analog of (2.3) for Cauchy ma-
trices and the BKO algorithm. As shown in the next section such an analog
does exist.
Totally positive Cauchy matrices. Here we assume that two sets fykg and
fxkg, defining a Cauchy matrix, can be separated from each other. Then the
monotonic ordering
yn6 ynÿ16    6 y06 x06 x16    6 xn ; xi; yi 2 R 4:10
turns out to be an appropriate analog of (2.3). From the well-known formula
(1.2) for the determinant of a Cauchy matrix it is easy to see that condition
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(4.10) is equivalent to the total positivity of Cx1:n; y1:n. Recall that totally
positive matrices A are matrices all of whose minors are positive, i.e.,
for all r; i1 <    < ir; j1 <    < jr; det A i1; . . . ; irj1; . . . ; jr
 
P 0:
see, e.g., [16,20]. Interestingly, the counterpart condition (2.3) is also known to
imply the total positivity for V x1:n, thus displaying one more similarity be-
tween these two matrix structures. More comments on total positivity can be
found in Section 5 below.
Now observe that (4.10) means that the entries of all factors (3.2)–(3.4) in
(3.1) are nonnegative. Therefore Theorem 4.2 immediately translates into the
following statement.
Theorem 4.3. Suppose that condition (4.10) holds (so that Cx1:n; y1:n is totally
positive), and Algorithm 3.2 is carried out in floating-point arithmetic with unit
round-off u, and that no overflows were encountered during computation. Then
the following bounds hold for the computed solution ba.
(a) The forward bound,
jaÿ baj6 52n 1  u  jCx1:n; y1:nÿ1jjf j Ou2: 4:11
(b) The backward bound,
jCx1:n; y1:n ÿ bCj6 cn  u  Cx1:n; y1:n Ou2; 4:12
where cn  20n2nÿ 1, and the matrix bC is such that the computed solution ba
solves a nearby system bCba  f .
(c) The residual bound,
jf ÿ Cx1:n; y1:nbaj6 cn  u  Cx1:n; y1:njbaj Ou2: 4:13
We next justify that the bounds in the latter theorem are very satisfactory.
5. Implications for stability
Forward stability. Consider an ‘‘ideal’’ situation, in which (i) the points fxig
and fyig, defining the Cauchy matrix can be exactly represented on the com-
puter (ii) the computation is performed in exact arithmetic, i.e., there are no
roundo errors in solving the system Cx1:n; y1:n  a  f . In this case the ac-
curacy of the computations may be limited only because of the roundo errors
that occur when storing the components of the right-hand side vector f on the
computer. Let us therefore discuss the sensitivity of the solution of A  a  f
to a small componentwise perturbation in the right-hand side f alone. The
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appropriate condition number associated with this map MA : f ! a, formally
defined as
hA; f   lim
e!0
sup
jMf j6 ejf j
kMak1
kak1  e
; 5:1
was shown in [49] to be given by
hA; f   kjA
ÿ1j  jf jk1
kak1
:
Thus (4.11) can be rewritten in norm-wise fashion as follows
kaÿ bak1
ukak1
6 52n 1hCx1:n; y1:n; f  Ou; 5:2
which means that the BKO algorithm introduces no more uncertainty into the
numerical solution than was already present in the machine right-hand side vector.
A similar fact was observed in [22] (see also [25]) for the BP algorithm. 4 Fi-
nally, (5.2) and
16 hA; f 6 j1A; where j1A  kAÿ1k1  kAk1 5:3
suggest an explanation for the phenomena of the higher accuracy of BKO
compared to standard numerically stable algorithms, e.g., Gaussian elimina-
tion with complete pivoting, whose numerical behavior is predicted by the
regular condition number j1A.
Backward stability. In order to interpret the backward error bound in
Theorem 4.3 recall the result of [16] (see also [29]) that for a totally positive
matrix all the entries of the L and U factors are positive. de Boor and Pincus
[12] used this fact to show that if during the elimination the entries of the
computed factors bL; bU remain positive, then the backward error is pleasantly
small:
A DAba  f ; with jDAj6 3cnA where cn  m1ÿ m 5:4
which led them to the recommendation not to pivot with totally positive ma-
trices. The similarity of (4.12) and (5.4) suggests that the backward stability of
the BKO algorithm for totally positive Cauchy matrices is related to that of
4 For the first part of the BP algorithm, i.e., the divided dierences table this fact was noted earlier
by Kahan, who mentioned in [27] that if fxkg are in the monotonic order, ‘‘then the eect of
roundo upon any nth divided dierence is no more than would be caused by perturbing each f xi
by n units at most in its last significant place’’.
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Gaussian elimination without pivoting on Cx1:n; y1:n. A similar conclusion can
be made for the BP algorithm for Vandermonde matrices.
Note however, that there are situations in which the results obtained for the
BKO algorithm are more favorable than those of [12]. Indeed, the analysis in
[12] is limited to the case where the computed factors bL and bU have only
nonnegative entries. Since the condition number of the Hilbert matrices is
known to grow exponentially with the size, already for small n we have
k2H > 1qnu. Then in accordance with [58] the matrix H will likely lose during
computation not only its total positivity, but also the weaker property of being
positive definite. Correspondingly, the single precision LAPACK routine sposv
for Cholesky factorization, when applied to the Hilbert matrix exits with error
flag already for n  9, warning that bL and bU became negative, so the pleasing
backward bound (5.4) is no longer valid for Gaussian elimination. In contrast,
the BKO algorithm was obtained by exploiting the Cauchy structure, resulting
in that the factors Lnÿ1:::L1 and U1:::Unÿ1 have positive entries by construction.
Therefore the bound (4.12) is valid while there is no overflows during the
computation. Indeed, Fig. 4 shows that the BKO algorithm works with re-
markably accuracy until n  25, for larger systems one usually cannot store the
solution in single precision.
Fig. 4. Hilbert linear system with xi  i, yi  ÿj 1, and fi  ÿ1i, i  1; . . . ; n. The graphs
display the relative error kaÿ bak1=kak1 as a function of n, for the following three algorithms:
BKO+mon: BKO algorithm with monotonically ordered nodes, BKO+PPP: BKO algorithm with
predictive partial pivoting, GECP: Gaussian elimination with complete pivoting.
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Residual error. It is well-known that the residual errors corresponding to the
solution ba and to the triangular factors bL and bU computed by Gaussian
elimination, admit the following componentwise bounds,
jf ÿ Abaj6 2cnjbLjjbU jjbaj; 5:5
see, e.g., [50], and
jAÿ bLbU j6 cnjbLjjbU j; 5:6
see, e.g., [12]. Both bounds involve the matrix jbLjjbU j, which can be much larger
that jbLbU j, depending upon the sign pattern of the entries. An ‘‘ideal’’ situation
would be if the sign pattern of the entries of bL and bU would exclude any
cancellation. Let us therefore again recall that for a totally positive matrix A,
the entries of its L and U factors are nonnegative. If this fact holds also for the
entries of the computed factors bL and bU , then (5.6) implies
jbLjjbU j6 1
1ÿ cn
jAj;
so that (5.5) implies that the residual is nicely bounded:
jf ÿ Abaj6 2 cn
1ÿ cn
Ajbaj: 5:7
The similarity of (4.13) and (5.7) suggests that the size of the residual error
for the BKO algorithm applied to totally positive Cauchy matrices is related
to that of Gaussian elimination without pivoting on Cx1:n; y1:n. A similar
conclusion can be made for the BP algorithm for Vandermonde matrices.
But again, the favorable bounds for Gaussian elimination are limited to the
case where the computed factors bL and bU remain positive, whereas the re-
sidual bound (4.13) holds for the BKO algorithm, provided there are no
overflows.
Avoidance of pivoting. Recall the recommendation of [12] to avoid pivoting
with totally positive matrices when using standard Gaussian elimination, see,
e.g., the bounds (5.4) and (5.7). Interestingly, in some instances this occurrence
matches our recommendation on how to use ordering of the nodes to solve
Cauchy systems in a stable manner. Indeed, the pleasing bound (4.12) suggests
to use the BKO algorithm combined with the ordering (4.10) (i.e., to not
destroy the total positivity of Cx1:n; y1:n by permuting its row and columns, or
equivalently, the nodes fx1:ng and fy1:ng). However if one cannot separate two
point sets fx1:ng and fy1:ng, so that they cannot be reordered so that (4.10)
holds, then we recommend to use predictive partial pivoting, see Section 2 for
the definition and [3] for details. Moreover, the predictive partial pivoting
technique enhances even better the numerical performance of another algo-
rithm for solving Cauchy systems designed in [3]. A similar recommendation
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can be given for the use of of dierent orderings with the fast algorithms for
solving Vandermonde systems.
Sign-interchanging right-hand side. Consider now the case where along with
condition (4.10), we know that the right-hand side of Cx1:n; y1:na  f has the
following sign-interchanging pattern:
ÿ1i  fi P 0: 5:8
Since Cx1:n; y1:n is totally positive, its inverse also has sign-oscillating prop-
erty, so that jCx1:n; y1:njjf j  jCx1:n; y1:nf j. Therefore (4.11) implies the at-
tractive bound,
jaÿ baj6 52n 1  u  jaj Ou2: 5:9
Thus, to first order in u, the relative error in the nonzero components of the
computed solution is indeed bounded by a quantity independent of the condition
number of Cx1:n; y1:n, and this bound is about as small as could possibly be
expected. These analytical results identify the class (4.10) and (5.8) of Cauchy
systems for which the BKO algorithm is guaranteed to provide an extremely
high forward accuracy. Interestingly, this class includes Hilbert linear systems,
which are traditionally considered to be too ill-conditioned to be attacked.
Table 3 and Fig. 4 show that also with this ‘‘dicult’’ matrix, the BKO al-
gorithm behaves as predicted by (5.9), providing about 7 correct digits from
about 7 possible in single precision. We had to stop our experiment for n  25,
because for the larger sizes we simply could not store the solution in single
precision. Notice also the failure of numerically stable Gaussian elimination
with complete pivoting, consistent with the extreme ill-conditioning of the
coecient matrix, as shown in Table 3.
In the next section we use the obtained results to illustrate numerically a
connection of the high accuracy of the BKO algorithm with two concepts well-
known in numerical linear algebra and matrix theory.
6. Numerical illustrations for eective well-conditioning and total positivity
Connection with effective well-conditioning. In [6] Chan and Foulser, moti-
vated by the high accuracy of the BP algorithm for sign-oscillating right-hand
side, and by some other examples, introduced the concept of effective well-
conditioning. The latter reflects the fact that the sensitivity to perturbations of a
Table 3
Conditioning of Hilbert matrix
n 5 10 15 20 25
j1Cx1:n; y1:n 5e+05 2e+13 2e+17 8e+17 1e+19
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solution depends upon the direction of the right-hand side vector, which sug-
gests the potential existence of algorithms that can exploit the eective well-
conditioning to produce higher accuracy for special right-hand sides. Note,
however, that in general the numerical performance of a certain algorithm and
the eective well-conditioning of a system to be solved have nothing to do with
each other, and many algorithms are insensitive to the direction of the right-
hand side vector. For example, for Gaussian elimination this point is illustrated
by the numerical examples below. Here we use the approach of [6] to show that
our new Cauchy solver is indeed an example of an algorithm that is guaranteed
to accurately solve eectively well-conditioned Cauchy systems with totally
positive coecient matrices. We also observe that the BP algorithm applied to
totally positive Vandermonde matrices has the same property. Before stating
the result, let us introduce the necessary notations.
Recall that hA; f  in (5.1) measures, in the infinity-norm, the sensitivity of
the solution of Aa  f to small componentwise bounded perturbations in the
right hand-side. The 2-norm condition number associated with the same map is
given by
j2A; f   lim
e!0
sup
kMf k2 6 ekf k2
kMak2
kak2  e
; 6:1
i.e., it assumes that both the perturbation in f and the variation in a are
measured in the 2-norm. Chan and Foulser derived an upper bound for
j2A; f  in terms of the direction of the right-hand side vector relative to the left
singular vectors of A. To be more precise, let A  U  R  V T be the singular
value decomposition, where the columns of U  u1 u2    un  are the left
singular vectors, the columns of V  v1 v2    vn  are the right singular
vectors, and the diagonal entries of R  diag r1 r2    rnf g are the sin-
gular values of A in decreasing order. Denote by Pk  un1ÿk    un 
 un1ÿk    un T the projection operator onto the linear span of the smallest
k left singular vectors of A. Then, in accordance with [6],
j2A; f 6 cA; f 6j2A; 6:2
where
cA; f   min
k
rnÿk1
rn
 kf k2kPkf k2
; 6:3
and j2A  kAÿ1k2  kAk2 is the 2-norm condition number. Note that the
second inequality in (6.2) can easily be deduced by inspecting (6.3) for k  n.
At the same time, if a large part of f lies in the span of the small left singular
vectors of A, then cA; f  can be much smaller than j2A, thus providing a
better bound for j2A; f  in (6.2). Linear systems for which the Chan–Foulser
number in (6.3) is much smaller than j2A are called effectively well-condi-
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tioned. We shall refer to an algorithm as effectively (forward) stable, if it is
guaranteed to produce high relative accuracy for eectively well-conditioned
systems. Backward eective stability can be defined in the same way.Now
observe that by using the equivalence of the norms, we obtain from the first
inequality in (6.2) that the quantities in (6.3) and (5.1) are related by
hA; f 6 np  cA; f : 6:4
This and (5.2) simply that the relative error in the solution computed via the
BKO algorithm is bounded by a multiple of the Chan–Foulser number:
kaÿ bak1
kak1
6 19n 2 np  cCx1:n; y1:n; f   uOu2: 6:5
Thus, (6.5) shows that the BKO algorithm is effectively stable for totally pos-
itive Cauchy systems. Table 4 below illustrates these results with a computed
example, in which we solved sixteen linear systems with 16 16 Hilbert coef-
ficient matrix using its seven left singular vectors uk for the right-hand sides.
The numerical data do not demonstrate any dependence of the accuracy of
Gaussian elimination with complete pivoting (GECP) upon the direction of the
right-hand side vector. Moreover, in all 16 cases the GECP algorithm does not
produce even one correct digit in the solution from about 7 possible-in-single-
precision, consistent with the large condition number of the coecient matrix,
displayed in the second column.
Table 4
Left singular vectors for the right-hand sides
i Conditioning Relative error
j2C hC; f  np cC; f  kbad1k1 BKO Inversion
formula
GEPP
1 5e+17 1e+16 4e+16 4.9e+05 1e+00 1e+00 4e+04
2 5e+17 2e+16 4e+16 5.0e+05 1e+00 1e+00 1e+04
3 5e+17 2e+16 4e+16 5.7e+05 1e+00 1e+00 6e+03
4 5e+17 2e+14 6e+15 1.4e+07 1e+00 1e+00 2e+04
5 5e+17 2e+13 5e+14 1.7e+08 1e+00 1e+00 3e+04
6 5e+17 1e+12 3e+13 3.6e+09 1e+00 1e+00 1e+05
7 5e+17 3e+11 2e+12 1.8e+10 1e+00 1e+00 8e+03
8 5e+17 4e+09 8e+10 1.2e+12 1e+00 1e+00 2e+04
9 5e+17 2e+09 3e+09 2.9e+12 6eÿ 01 1e+00 3e+03
10 5e+17 9e+07 9e+07 6.2e+13 7eÿ 01 8eÿ 01 1e+05
11 5e+17 1e+05 2e+06 4.3e+16 2eÿ 03 1eÿ 02 3e+08
12 5e+17 3e+04 4e+04 2.1e+17 4eÿ 04 2eÿ 03 1e+09
13 5e+17 8e+02 5e+02 8.7e+18 2eÿ 05 8eÿ 05 7e+09
14 5e+17 1e+00 1e+01 9.4e+21 3eÿ 07 2eÿ 07 9e+12
15 5e+17 2e+00 5e+00 4.5e+21 1eÿ 07 1eÿ 07 3e+12
16 5e+17 3e+00 4e+00 3.2e+21 4eÿ 08 2eÿ 07 4e+12
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The same table shows that the numerical behavior of the BKO algorithm in-
deed depends upon the direction of the right-hand side vector, thus confirming
the analytical results in (5.2) and (6.5). Moreover, when the largest eight left
singular vectors u1; :::; u8 are used for the right-hand side, then the quantities
hCx1:n; y1:n; f  and np  cCx1:n; y1:n; f , displayed in the 3rd and the 4th
columns of Table 4, are are bigger than the reciprocal of the machine precision,
1=u  108. Correspondingly, the BKO algorithm performs similar to GECP.
At the same time, when we used three smallest left singular vectors u14, u15 and
u16 for the right-hand sides, the numbers hCx1:n; y1:n; f  and
n
p  cCx1:n; y1:n; f  are of the order of unity and much smaller that
j2Cx1:n; y1:n. Correspondingly, the BKO algorithm performs much better
than GECP, giving now about 7 correct digits from about 7 possible-in-single-
precision. The same table shows that the numerical behavior of applying the
inversion formula (1.4) also depends upon the eective well-conditioning of a
system to be solved.
Here we may note that (6.4), combined with the bound of [22], implies that
if (2.3) holds, then the solution ba of a Vandermonde system computed by the
BP algorithm satisfies
kaÿ bak1
kak1
6 5n

n
p  cV x1:n; f   uOu2: 6:6
The latter bound proves that the BP algorithm is also effectively stable for to-
tally positive Vandermonde systems. This conclusion justifies the motivation of
[6], and gives a theoretical support for the numerical examples in [56]. More-
over, our experiments indicate that the numerical behavior of the Parker–
Traub inversion algorithm depends upon the eective well-conditioning of a
Vandermonde system to be solved.
Length of the solution vector. Observe that in the example of Table 4 the
norm kbak1 of the solution vector is larger for eectively well-conditioned
systems, i.e., for which the quantity cA; f  displayed in the 4th column is
small. In fact this occurrence is not quite unexpected. Indeed, let
f Pnk1 ak  uk be the decomposition of the right-hand side vector f in the
basis of left singular vectors uk. Then the solution of A  a  f is clearly given
by the following linear combination of the right singular vectors:
a 
Xn
k1
ak
rk
 vk;
i.e., the larger the quantities
kak2 
Xn
k1
a2k
r2k
s
and kak1  maxk
ak
rk
;
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the larger the part of f lies in the linear span of the small left singular vectors of
A. This observation can be used to explain that the result in (6.2) is natural.
Indeed observe that since Ma  Aÿ1  Mf does not depend on the right-hand
side f, the size of
sup
kMf k2 6 kf k2
kMak2
kak2
is determined only by the length of the solution a. Thus, inspecting (6.1) one
sees that it is not surprising that the sensitivity of the solution to small changes
in the right-hand side vector should be smaller for eectively well-conditioned
systems, which have larger solution vectors.
The sign pattern of the right-hand side. Here we use the results obtained in
Section 3 to illustrate by computed example that many of the systems obeying
(4.10) are eectively well-conditioned, so the high accuracy of the BKO algo-
rithm should not be surprising.
To this end recall that in accordance with [16] the singular vectors of a
totally positive matrix have the property that the number of sign oscillations
in the components of any linear combination f of up; up1; . . . ; uq is between
p ÿ 1 and qÿ 1. In particular, the last left singular vector un corresponding to
the smallest singular value has the sign-interchanging property (5.8).
Moreover, many of of the right-hand sides obeying (5.8) will be far enough
from being orthogonal to un, and hence they will be eectively well-condi-
tioned.
The next table displays the results of a numerical experiment, where we
solved eleven 22 22 Hilbert systems using right hand sides f k
(k  0; 1; 2; . . . ; 11), with fixed jf ki j  1, but with dierent distribution of
signf ki . More precisely we started with f 0  1 1    1 T, adding at
each step one more ‘‘minus’’, so that f k has exactly 2k sign oscillations in its
components.
Loosely, one can say that in this case the right-hand side f k migrates from
the large left singular vectors towards the small ones. Correspondingly, the
quantity cCx1:n; y1:n; f  in the 4th column of Table 5 becomes smaller, and
hence the corresponding system becomes more eectively well-conditioned.
Since we are changing only the sign distribution in the components of the right-
hand side, the value kjCx1:n; y1:nÿ1j  jf kjk1 remains constant. However, the
above migration of the right-hand side causes growth of the solution norm, see,
e.g., the 5th column of Table 5, therefore decreasing the quantity hCx1:n;
y1:n; f  in (5.2). Thus both cCx1:n; y1:n; f  and hCx1:n; y1:n; f  decay (note,
however, the discrepancy with (6.4) caused by the roundos), and, in accor-
dance with the bounds in (5.2) and (6.5), the BKO algorithm produces more
and more accurate solutions. Table 5 also indicates that the numerical behavior
of applying the inversion formula (1.4) also depends upon the direction of the
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right-hand side vector, though giving in this example less accuracy than the
BKO algorithm.
7. Conclusions
In this paper we designed a fast low-storage BKO algorithm for Cauchy
linear systems that matches the well-known Bjorck–Pereyra algorithm (the BP
algorithm) for Vandermonde matrices. Our investigation has provided several
insights into the numerical behavior of both algorithms, showing that for the
important class of totally positive matrices, these algorithms are forward and
backward stable, and moreover they are guaranteed to produce a favorably
high accuracy, independently of conditioning. This extends the prior Higham’s
result [22] on the favorable forward accuracy of the BP algorithm for Van-
dermonde matrices. The obtained results were used to illustrate the relation-
ship of the high accuracy of the BKO algorithm to the concept of eective well-
conditioning. The theoretical and numerical results demonstrate clearly that
the ordering of the points has a profound influence on the accuracy of the
computed solution.
In summary we make the following recommendation on how to use dierent
orderings to rapidly solve Cauchy linear systems in a stable manner. If the
points satisfy the condition xi < yj for all i; j, then use the BKO algorithm and
the monotonic ordering (4.10). For other cases, where one cannot separate the
two sets fx1:ng and fy1:ng, predictive partial pivoting (2.10) becomes numeri-
cally preferable, as described in [3].
The present contribution indicates a striking resemblance between the nu-
merical properties of Cauchy matrices and the much-studied Vandermonde
Table 5
i Conditioning Relative error
j2C hC; f 

n
p  cC; f  kbad1k1 BKO Inversion
formula
GEPP
0 2e+18 2e+15 6e+09 2.0e+16 3eÿ 01 1e+00 4e+11
1 2e+18 1e+12 1e+07 2.6e+19 2eÿ 04 1e+00 2e+12
2 2e+18 3e+08 2e+04 1.5e+23 2eÿ 07 1e+00 3e+14
3 2e+18 5e+05 5e+02 7.2e+25 1eÿ 07 9eÿ 02 9e+16
4 2e+18 5e+03 9e+01 7.4e+27 9eÿ 08 8eÿ 04 4e+18
5 2e+18 2e+02 4e+01 2.3e+29 2eÿ 07 3eÿ 05 2e+20
6 2e+18 1e+01 2e+01 2.6e+30 1eÿ 07 2eÿ 06 3e+21
7 2e+18 3e+00 2e+01 1.2e+31 1eÿ 07 5eÿ 07 1e+22
8 2e+18 1e+00 9e+00 2.7e+31 2eÿ 07 2eÿ 07 1e+22
9 2e+18 1e+00 1e+01 3.6e+31 1eÿ 07 1eÿ 07 4e+22
10 2e+18 1e+00 1e+01 3.7e+31 1eÿ 07 1eÿ 07 4e+22
11 2e+18 1e+00 9e+00 3.7e+31 9eÿ 08 1eÿ 07 5e+22
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matrices. The results illustrate that the structure of a matrix often allows us not
only to speed-up computations, but also to achieve much more accuracy
compared to standard numerically stable algorithms.
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